ATTRACTIONS.
[AET. 168
together with a superficial stratum whose surface density at Q is -/u/2rp, where p is the perpendicular on the tangent plane at Q.
Since this stratum is equivalent to a thin homogeneous con focal shell (see Vol. i. Art. 430), this result supplies a simple relation between the potential of a homogeneous solid ellipsoid and that of a homogeneous confocal shell. See Art. 224.
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168. Inversion from a point*. Let 0 be any assumed origin, and let Q be a point moving in any given manner. If on the radius vector OQ we take a point Q' so that OQ.OQ' = fc2, then Q and Q are called inverse points. If Q trace out a curve, Q traces out the inverse curve; if Q trace out a surface or solid, Q traces out the inverse surface or solid. The points Q, Q are sometimes said to be inverse with regard to a sphere whose centre is 0 and radius k.
Let P', Q' be the inverse points of P, Q, then since the products OP. OP', OQ. OQ are equal and the angles POQ,P'OQ' are the same, the triangles  POQ,  P'OQ' are  similar. We therefore have
Ji__JL    0£ P'Q'" PQ'OP'
.(1).
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Let m/ m be the masses of two particles placed respectively at |
k
Q, Q\ and let the densities be such that m' = m--~
(2).
Multiplying equations (1) and (2) togelBBBPf^e see that the potential at P' of m' is equal to that at P of m, after multiplication by a quantity kjOP' which is independent of the position of Q.
; Let any number of particles of given masses ml} m2) &c. be placed at different points Ql} Q2} &c., and let the corresponding masses m/, m,/, &c., be placed at the inverse points Q/, Q»', &c. Then since an equation similar to (2) holds for each pair of masses, we have by addition
/     Potential at P'     \ _ /    Potential at P    \   k \of the inverse system/     \of the given system/OP'
which may be compendiously written F' = Vj^,.                         y
* The Method of Inversion is due to Sir W. Tntimlolf^ow Lord Kelvin. In a letter addressed to M. Liouville and published in Liouville18 Journal, 1845, a short history and a brief account of some of its applications are given. This letter may also be found in the Reprint of papers on Electrostatics and Magnetism.
.(3)

